Abstract-This paper presents a new modeling approach for neural systems with point-process (spike) inputs and outputs that utilizes Boolean operators (i.e. modulo 2 multiplication and addition that correspond to the logical AND and OR operations respectively, as well as the AND_NOT logical operation representing inhibitory effects). The form of the employed mathematical models is akin to a ''BooleanVolterra'' model that contains the product terms of all relevant input lags in a hierarchical order, where terms of order higher than first represent nonlinear interactions among the various lagged values of each input point-process or among lagged values of various inputs (if multiple inputs exist) as they reflect on the output. The coefficients of this Boolean-Volterra model are also binary variables that indicate the presence or absence of the respective term in each specific model/system. Simulations are used to explore the properties of such models and the feasibility of their accurate estimation from short data-records in the presence of noise (i.e. spurious spikes). The results demonstrate the feasibility of obtaining reliable estimates of such models, with excitatory and inhibitory terms, in the presence of considerable noise (spurious spikes) in the outputs and/or the inputs in a computationally efficient manner. A pilot application of this approach to an actual neural system is presented in the companion paper (Part II).
INTRODUCTION
One of the great challenges in the study of the function of the nervous system is the quantitative understanding of the manner in which information is processed by neuronal ensembles in the form of sequences of action potentials (spike-trains or pointprocesses). Although this problem has been studied for many years, its solution has been possible only in simplified cases/paradigms, because of the intrinsic complexity of this problem arising from the fact that neuronal systems are highly interconnected, nonlinear and dynamic, as well as subject to numerous stochastic influences/variations. An additional challenge is presented by the binary nature of the neuronal signals (spike trains viewed as point-processes) that requires appropriate mathematical methods of analysis and modeling, distinct from the various methods developed for continuous data. We note the fundamental distinction between discretized continuous data (which result from the necessity of sampling imposed by the digital processing of continuous signals) and pointprocess data (which, by their very nature, contain information only in the timing of their events/spikes). The recent availability of multi-unit data recordings through multi-electrode arrays, has added new urgency to the need for practicable modeling methods capable of handling vast amounts of spatio-temporal pointprocess data in a robust manner.
Although considerable progress has been made over the last 40 years in developing modeling methods appropriate for point-process inputs and outputs that employ trigger-threshold operators, many of these methods are rather simplistic and fail to capture the full complexity of the problem (e.g. the conventional ''integrate-and-fire'' model). 3, 4 Other, more realistic approaches (e.g. Hodgkin-Huxley type of models) become rather complex in their application and eventually impractical, as the number of neuronal units increases. 14, 20, 21 The recent development and successful application of Volterra-type models in the context of single inputs 1, 2, [10] [11] [12] [13] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and multiple inputs and outputs 5, [22] [23] [24] offers some promise in this regard, although the complexity of the latter models remains considerable when the number of these inputs and outputs increases. Thus, despite some progress made to date, much remains to be done in order to improve the efficacy of these methods in the context of multi-unit recordings.
This paper introduces a new method of modeling neural systems with point-process inputs and outputs that utilizes Boolean operations (logical AND and OR operations corresponding to modulo-2 multiplication and addition, respectively, as well as the AND_NOT logical operation representing inhibitory effects) in connection with Volterra-type model structures that capture explicitly the hierarchy of multiple interactions among values of the input epoch as they affect the output. Part I presents the underlying theory/methodology and illustrative results from simulations, and Part II presents the corroborating results of an initial application of this methodology to point-process data recorded in the rat hippocampus.
Although considerable mathematical and engineering literature exists on Boolean algebra/operations, especially in the context of digital electronics, no related application to the modeling problem of neuronal point-process transformations is known to us. Some attempts have been made to apply parts of this literature to vision, 6 associative memories 8 and network dynamics. 9 However, the terms Boolean model and Boolean process are used in those papers with a different meaning and bear no essential relation to the proposed modeling approach.
The proposed methodology of Boolean-Volterra (B-V) modeling is presented in the following section and some illustrative examples from computer simulations are presented in the subsequent section. Although the complexity of the presented examples is limited to the case of two inputs and one output (in the interest of simplicity of presentation), the proposed methodology is readily extendable to the case of multiple inputs and outputs without any modifications. The companion paper (Part II) presents the first application of the proposed methodology to an actual neuronal system (the CA3-CA1 causal pathway in the rat hippocampus).
METHODS
For point-process data, the general mathematical form of the proposed second-order B-V model in the single-input/single-output case is given by the expression:
where y(n) and x(n) denote the binary output and input data, respectively, as time-series of 0's and 1's in discrete-time intervals (bins) of binwidth equal to the refractory period of the neuron, with 1 indicating the presence of an action potential (spike) at the respective bin. The model coefficients/parameters h 1 (m) and h 2 (m 1 , m 2 ) are binary variables that represent the firstorder and second-order excitatory terms of the model respectively. The model coefficients/parameters g 1 (m, Im) are binary variables that represent the first-order inhibitory terms of the model, where m denotes the first-order excitatory lag upon which inhibition is applied by the possible presence of an input spike at lag Im. Note that the possible inhibitory terms of the model may only exist in association with excitatory terms and there can be no coincidence of excitatory and inhibitory lags. All these model coefficients/ parameters can be estimated from the input-output data as described below. The Boolean operators and¯denote the modulo-2 operations of multiplication (logical AND) and addition (logical OR) of excitatory action respectively, and the operator B denotes the AND_NOT logical operation of inhibitory action. Note that inhibitory terms of second order can also be included in this second-order model form, which can be extended to higher orders to account for higher order interactions. It is evident in this model form that the terms on the right-hand side (RHS) are structured in a hierarchical manner representing various orders of excitatory and inhibitory interactions among the spikes in the input past epoch as they affect causally the appearance of an output spike at the present time. The first-order terms represent the portion of the model that does not involve nonlinear interactions but describe the causal effect of single spikes in the input past epoch on the appearance of a present output spike. If we define ''linear superposition'' in the context of systems with point-process inputs and outputs as the lack of higher order excitatory terms and inhibitory terms (i.e. only first-order excitatory effects of the input on the output exist), then the first-order excitatory terms of the RHS of Eq. (1) may be viewed as the ''linear'' portion of the model. Generally, the set of excitatory/inhibitory terms of kth-order may be viewed as the kth-order excitatory/inhibitory ''Boolean-Volterra (B-V) kernel'' of the system, in analogy to Volterra kernels of systems with continuous inputs and outputs. 16 In each specific neuronal system, only some of the terms on the RHS of Eq. (1) exist (a fact that is expressed mathematically by the respective coefficient being 1). The ''system memory'' is defined as the maximum input lag (denoted by M in the model equation) that is present among the terms of the model. The ''nonlinear model order'' is the largest number of multiplied input lagged values found within any of the existing terms of the model. The finite memory of the system implies mathematically/computationally that the system performs a mapping of a finite binary vector of input past values (equal in length to the system memory and termed the ''input past epoch'') onto the output present value at each discrete time n.
It is critical to note that the presence of a first-order excitatory term at some lag i eliminates the possibility of having a higher order excitatory term that contains the same lag i, because the nature of the Boolean addition (or logical OR operation) makes each term in the RHS of the model equation sufficient for causing an output event. Likewise, the presence of a secondorder excitatory term at some pair of lags (i, j) eliminates the possibility of a higher order excitatory term containing this same pair of lags etc. We refer to this fact as the occlusion effect and it is expressed mathematically by precluding non-zero values of higher order excitatory B-V kernels at those combinations of lags that contain lags with non-zero values in lower order excitatory B-V kernels. For instance, in the case of a non-zero value of the first-order excitatory B-V kernel at lag i, the second-order excitatory B-V kernel (or higher order excitatory B-V kernels) cannot have non-zero values at pairs of lags (j, k) where either j or k is equal to i, because that causal possibility has been taken into account already by the first-order excitatory B-V kernel. Note that the presence of inhibitory terms of p-th order will not alter the occlusion effect in excitatory B-V kernels of higher order. For instance, a first-order inhibitory term g 1 (m, Im) occludes the possibility of a second-order excitatory term h 2 (m, Im) or a third-order excitatory term h 3 (m, Im, k)-which are already occluded by the first-order excitatory lag m-but does not occlude possible higher order excitatory terms h 2 (k, Im) or h 3 (k, Im, j) when k and j are not excitatory lags.
The notion of sufficiency of each term on the RHS of the Boolean model leads to the occlusion effect that may have the practical consequence of making the likelihood of non-zero values in higher order B-V kernels smaller with increasing order. For this reason (and in the interest of constraining the notational complexity), we will only present illustrative examples of second-order systems in the following section. However, the mathematical formulation and the applicability of the method extend to higher order systems/models.
Another important observation is that no terms can exist with a multiplicity of lag indices (e.g. the diagonal elements of the second-order excitatory B-V kernel defined by m 1 = m 2 ) because an input spike cannot be considered as interacting with itself. Thus, the diagonal values of all excitatory or inhibitory B-V kernels are set to zero.
The extension of this modeling approach to multiple inputs and outputs is methodologically straightforward and remains computationally efficient, although the notational complexity of the model inevitably increases to accommodate the interactions among the multiple inputs. In the case of multiple outputs, the formulation of the model requires a separate equation for each output of interest expressed in terms of Boolean logical AND, OR and AND_NOT operations of various orders acting on the past values of all inputs (within the epoch of the system memory) that have a causal effect on the present value of the respective output. Consider, for instance, the case of a secondorder system with two point-process inputs, x(n) and u(n), and two outputs, y(n) and z(n), that is described by the B-V model equations:
This two-input/two-output model contains no inhibitory terms in the interest of notational simplicity. However, the inclusion of inhibitory terms is possible in a manner similar to the one shown earlier in the model of Eq. (1). Note that each output is represented independently of the other (i.e. only the lagged values of the respective inputs are involved in the terms of the RHS of the model equation for each output). A distinct set of excitatory and inhibitory B-V self-kernels exists for each output with respect to each of its inputs. For instance, the second-order excitatory B-V selfkernel of the output y(n) with respect to the input x(n) is hyxx. The second-order excitatory interactions between the two inputs with regard to their joint impact on the present value of each output are represented by cross-terms on the RHS of each output equation that involve lagged values of both inputs in Boolean product (logical AND operation). Although these interactions are excitatory and of second-order in this example, they can be generally of any order and excitatory or inhibitory (depending on the synaptic configuration within each specific neuronal system). The excitatory/inhibitory cross-terms of each order constitute collectively the excitatory/inhibitory B-V cross-kernel of this order. For instance, the secondorder excitatory B-V cross-kernel of the output y(n) with respect to the inputs x(n) and u(n) is h yxu . Obviously, there are no cross-kernels of first-order (only self-kernels), because interactions require at least two inputs and, thus, second-order terms at a minimum. The occlusion effect, mentioned above in the singleinput case, applies also to the B-V self-kernels and cross-kernels of the two-input model (or, generally, the B-V kernels of a multi-input model). However, the diagonal values of B-V kernels are set to zero only for the same input (e.g. self-kernels), but not for distinct inputs (e.g. cross-kernels), because spikes may occur at the same lag (relative to an output spike) for two different inputs.
In the following section, an efficient computational procedure for estimation of the B-V model from inputoutput point-process data is described. The application of this model estimation procedure is illustrated with simulated data in the Results section and shown to be rather robust in the presence of spurious spikes at the input and/or output (defining ''noise'' in the pointprocess context). Note that the estimated B-V model can be used for predicting the point-process output for any given input point-process. Because of the binary modality of the output, we cannot use the customary mean-square error of output prediction for model performance evaluation, but we must use instead the relation of true-positive and false-positive predictions of output spikes, as described in the following section.
Boolean-Volterra Model Estimation
The estimation of the B-V model from binary inputoutput data starts by counting the number of times each possible excitatory term on the RHS of the model (involving input lagged values) may have contributed to the generation of an output spike. For instance, in the single-input/single-output case of Eq. (1), we count the lagged input spikes and their Boolean product combinations (as they are defined by the excitatory terms on the RHS of the model equation) that precede each output spike within a memory window of M lags. When this count for each excitatory term is divided by the total number of output spikes, we obtain the Coincidence Index (CI) for the respective excitatory kernel lag(s).
The estimation procedure for the B-V model seeks to determine the ''active'' lags (excitatory or inhibitory) in the various B-V kernels in consecutive steps. The estimation of the excitatory or inhibitory terms requires first the computation of the CI for each lag of the first-order kernel, the inhibitory kernel corresponding to that first-order excitatory kernel, or combination of lags for higher order kernels. These CI values are then rank-ordered (starting with the highest value) for each excitatory kernel. The proposed estimation method starts by considering the lag corresponding to the highest ranked CI value of the highest-order excitatory kernel as a putative ''active lag'' and computes a ''Figure of Merit'' (FoM) for the resulting model prediction. This FoM is based on the numbers of ''true positives'' (NTP) and ''false positives'' (NFP) that are computed as correct and incorrect predictions of output spikes respectively. The data-based NTP and NFP values resulting from the application of each putative model are used to compute the FoM according to the expression:
where r is a weighting-coefficient that defines the relative importance of TPs and FPs in the model prediction 
with the respective excitatory lag), based on the ''false positive'' predictions of output spikes resulting from the model composed of all previously estimated B-V kernels. Specifically, we count the lagged input spikes and their Boolean product combinations (as they are defined by the inhibitory terms on the RHS of the model equation) that precede each falsely predicted output spike within a memory window of M lags. This count, divided by the total number of falsely predicted output spikes, represents the CI of the respective inhibitory lag. Next, we compute the changes in the FoM value for each putative model that includes sequentially new rank-ordered inhibitory terms on the RHS of the B-V model equation. The candidate inhibitory term is included in the respective B-V kernel when the resulting FOM value increases, otherwise the candidate term is rejected and the respective inhibitory B-V kernel reaches its final estimate.
The B-V model estimation procedure is terminated when all B-V kernels (both excitatory and inhibitory) reach their ''final estimates'' that yield the maximum value of FoM. The proposed approach has been found to be rapid and robust, as illustrated in the following section.
Another important issue in the kernel estimation procedure is the aforementioned occlusion effect that is due to the fact that a non-zero value of a B-V kernel at some combination of lags prevents the possibility of non-zero values of higher order B-V kernels at those locations that contain the same combination of lags. This fact flows from the sufficiency of each causal possibility represented by the Boolean additive terms (logical OR operation) on the RHS of the model equation. However, as indicated earlier, the presence of inhibitory terms of p-th order may neutralize the occlusion effect in excitatory B-V kernels of order higher than (p + 1).
This procedure can be also used for the selection of the proper model order (i.e. the memory extent M and order Q of the B-V model) by repeating it for successively increasing values of M and Q and quantifying the predictive capability of each model by means of the corresponding value of FoM. The values of M and Q that correspond to the highest FoM value are selected for the final model order. Note that the values of M and Q of each putative model can be extended without affecting the previously computed CI values of the kernels.
A practical issue concerns the selection of the timebinwidth in defining the input-output binary datasets. This selection is dictated by the refractory period of the specific neuronal system and it is recommended to be approximately equal to the refractory period, so that it will not lead to occlusion of existing higher order terms.
RESULTS
As a first illustrative example, consider the secondorder single-input/single-output system defined by the B-V kernels shown in Fig. 1 . We use a 20 s segment of a Poisson point-process input with mean firing rate (MFR) of 40 sps (spikes per second) to simulate this system and generate the corresponding point-process output that has a MFR of 60 sps in this example. The time-binwidth for the discretization of the data is set at 5 ms, which is viewed as the refractory period of this system. Segments of the input-output data-record are shown in Fig. 2 , where the output spikes that are due to the second-order interactions (defined by the second-order excitatory B-V kernel) are highlighted with red, and those canceled by the inhibitory action of the first-order inhibitory B-V kernel are drawn with dashed line. These input-output data sets are used to compute the ''Coincidence Indices'' (CI) shown in Fig. 3 for the two excitatory and one inhibitory B-V kernels of this system. Using the computed CI values, we subsequently estimate the B-V kernels of the system following the procedure that was outlined in the previous section. The computed FoM values for the tested rank-ordered lags of all kernels are shown in Table 1 for all examples presented herein. The application of the proposed procedure yielded the correct B-V kernels of first and second order (both excitatory and inhibitory) by selecting the actual active lags and only those (no falsely identified active lags). Thus, the B-V model prediction is perfect (i.e. predicting all the actual output spikes and no more). Note that the CI values along the lines m 1 = 10 ms and m 2 = 10 ms in the secondorder kernel are set to zero after the first-order active lag at m = 10 ms is selected (occlusion effect). In order to examine the robustness of the proposed kernel estimation procedure, we repeat the simulation 5000 5100 5200 5300 5400 5500 5600 5700 5800
(msec) FIGURE 2. Segments of the simulated input point-process (top trace) and output point-process (bottom trace) for the secondorder B-V model defined by the B-V kernels shown in Fig. 1 . The output spikes due to the second-order kernel are shown in red and the output spikes suppressed by the inhibitory kernel are shown with green dashed line. of this system and the estimation of the B-V kernels after we introduce a number of spurious spikes in the input or the output equal to the number of actual spikes in the input or output, respectively (corresponding to 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio). The computed CIs for these two cases are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the input-noise and output-noise cases respectively. The resulting FoM values for the tested rank-ordered lags of all kernels are shown in Table 1 . Remarkably, the obtained B-V kernel estimates for both the inputnoise and output-noise cases are identical to the actual kernels, despite the low signal-to-noise ratio, demonstrating the robustness of this estimation method. Although the kernel estimates are exactly the same as the actual B-V kernels of the system, the final FoM value of the estimated B-V model is not infinite in these cases because of the presence of noise in the input or output. The final FoM values are 3.38 and 6.114 for the input-noise and output-noise cases respectively. The quality of the output prediction is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the output-noise case, where all the inputrelated output spikes are predicted correctly, while the unpredicted output spikes are identical to the spurious spikes due to noise. This is, of course, the best performance possible. It should be noted that further increases in the number of spurious spikes will lead to an increase in the computed CI values of the B-V kernels at the non-active lags and eventually will reach a point where correct identification of the active lags will not be possible. This fact applies universally to all methods of estimation in the presence of noise, although the proposed methodology is shown to be rather robust.
To demonstrate the efficacy of this approach in the two-input case, we consider a second-order B-V system/model with a single output like the one described by Eq. (2), for which the two first-order B-V kernels and the three second-order B-V kernels (two selfkernels and one cross-kernel) are shown in Fig. 7 . Note that there are no inhibitory B-V kernels in this example in order to limit the complexity of the presentation. Note that the occlusion effect is not applied at the first step of the algorithm, since no active first-order lags have been selected yet. (msec) FIGURE 6. An illustration of the quality of the B-V model prediction (green spikes) in the output-noise case. All the inputdependent output spikes (shown in blue) are correctly predicted and the unpredicted output spikes are identical to the spurious spikes due to noise (shown in red).
This system is simulated with two independent Poisson input processes with length of 100 s and MFR of 20 sps for each input. The resulting output MFR is 38 sps. There are no spurious spikes in the input or output.
The computed CIs for these kernels are shown in Fig. 8 and attain considerable values even at the nonactive lags, probably due to the presence of the ''other'' input that acts effectively as ''interference'' to the (msec) (msec) FIGURE 7 . The two first-order (top) and three second-order (bottom) excitatory B-V kernels of the simulated B-V system/model with two-inputs and one output. The cross-kernel (shown at the bottom) has a non-zero value at a diagonal point, unlike the selfkernels that cannot.
reference input. Nonetheless, the application of the proposed estimation procedure yielded the exact B-V kernels, with an infinite value for the final FoM of the estimated B-V model because of the zero prediction error in this noise-free case.
The robustness of the proposed estimation method in the presence of spurious spikes for the two-input case is demonstrated in Fig. 9 , where the computed CIs for the five kernels of Fig. 7 are shown for 0 db signalto-noise ratio in both the input and the output (i.e. the number of spurious spikes in the input and the output is equal to the respective number of actual spikes in the input and the output). The resulting B-V kernel estimates are identical to the exact B-V kernels of the system-demonstrating the remarkable robustness of this approach-although the final FoM value of the B-V model is not infinite due to the presence of the spurious spikes. 
DISCUSSION
The efficacy of the proposed B-V modeling approach for systems with point-process inputs and outputs has been demonstrated using simulated data in the cases of second-order one-input/one-output and two-input/one-output B-V systems/models. The approach is generally applicable to systems that can be described by model equations of the presented B-V form (including inhibitory components) of any order and with any number of inputs and outputs.
The key to this approach is the hierarchical representation of all causal possibilities (both excitatory and inhibitory) of input binary patterns triggering an output event that is formally encapsulated in the B-V kernels of the model. The estimation of the B-V kernels requires the computation of the CIs and the use of a rank-ordered method of successive evaluations of a Figure- of-Merit (FoM) that quantifies the relative predictive capability of putative models in order to obtain each B-V kernel in a computationally efficient manner. The evaluation of the FoM is based on the numbers of true-positive (NTP) and false-positive (NFP) predictions of output spikes for the respective putative B-V model, taking place in descending rankorder of the data-based CI values of the kernels. Each term that increases the FoM value is incorporated in the respective B-V kernel. This procedure is terminated when the FoM value ceases to improve with the inclusion of a new model/kernel term. This approach can be used for the estimation of both excitatory and inhibitory B-V kernels in two stages (first the excitatory and then the inhibitory kernels, because the latter require estimates of the false-positive output predictions). The efficacy of the proposed approach is premised on the assumption of system stationarity. The proposed B-V kernel estimation method was shown to be computationally efficient and robust in the presence of input and/or output noise.
In the case of input/output noise, the computed CI values at non-active lags are generally larger for increasing noise levels but do not affect the B-V kernel estimation accuracy because their inclusion in a putative model does not increase the FoM (i.e. they do not yield false ''active lags'' following the proposed methodology). Obviously, as the number of spurious spikes increases (i.e. the noise level increases), there will come a time eventually when it will not be possible to select active lags from the computed CI values even at the actual locations where active lags exist. This corresponds to the case when the noise is overwhelming the actual signal. Although this noise effect is universal to all methods, the proposed approach has been shown to be rather robust (i.e. it takes a lot of noise to reach this undesirable point).
The remarkable robustness of this modeling approach in the presence of spurious spikes in the input and/or output (representing noise in the pointprocess context) was demonstrated even for cases of severe noise (0 dB signal-to-noise ratio) where the number of spurious spikes equals the number of actual spikes in the input and/or output. No other method known to the authors can demonstrate this degree of robustness in the presence of such heavy point-process noise. Since the spurious spikes are identified by subtraction of the true-positive predicted spikes from the recorded output spikes, the notion of point-process filtering emerges in a practical context that may have useful implications (i.e. the removal of spurious spikes in actual multi-unit recordings).
In order to compare with an existing methodology for point-process output systems, the proposed approach was applied and tested with data generated by the original ''leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) model'' (i.e. a linear filter with an exponential impulse response function followed by a threshold-trigger operator). 7 The resulting B-V model had only a first-order B-V kernel with active lags in its initial portion. The number of these active lags depended on the threshold used in the simulated LIF model (i.e. lower thresholds resulted in more active lags-always in the initial portion of the B-V kernel). No higher order B-V kernels were found to be significant-as expected, since the single-input LIF model does not have intrinsic nonlinear interactions. Other forms of impulse response functions were also tried in the LIF (e.g. difference of two exponentials) and the resulting equivalent B-V model was similar with the previous example, with the only difference being the location of the active lags in the first-order B-V kernel (i.e. the location of the active lags is determined by the location of the high values in the impulse response function).
Although the size of the required input-output datarecords for satisfactory estimation of the B-V kernels generally depends on the characteristics of each specific system (i.e. the number and type of terms in its model) and the ambient noise conditions, our initial results from simulated data indicate that a few hundred inputoutput spikes may be adequate. This suggests that the required length of experimental data-records is likely to be on the order of a few seconds in most cases (i.e. for usual values of input/output MFRs).
This approach can be extended to the multi-input/ multi-output case, since the mathematical formalism and the estimation/evaluation procedures are readily extendable. Of particular importance in the multiinput/multi-output case is the remarkable robustness of this approach in the presence of severe noise (spurious spikes) at the inputs and/or outputs that was demonstrated with simulated data. The key remaining issue is the inevitable rise in complexity of the model (i.e. the number of terms in the model equations) caused by the multitude of possible cross-interactions among the various inputs as they affect each of the outputs.
It is important to note that this modeling approach can also be extended to the auto-regressive case (i.e. when we wish to analyze the internal dynamics of a single point-process in terms of possible underlying temporal patterns). To this purpose, we may consider the present value of the single process as the putative ''output'' and we may model its causal relationship with the past epoch of values of the process (extending into the past as long as the ''memory'' of the process) following the previously outlined procedures and the hierarchical structure of the B-V model. The resulting auto-regressive B-V model is a quantitative representation of the internal dynamics of the point-process and captures possible temporal patterns that may exist consistently within the process. These possible temporal patterns define also the spectral characteristics of the process. As we will demonstrate in the pilot application presented in Part II, this auto-regressive approach may be used to discern and quantify possible ''neural rhythms'' (e.g. the ''theta rhythm'' frequently observed in hippocampal activity).
The next critical step is the validation of the proposed modeling approach with actual experimental data. A pilot application to rat hippocampal data is presented in the companion paper (Part II).
